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Town Meeting…and the New Reality

In what might have been the last
public gathering for some time,
Walpole residents filled Town Hall
for Town Meeting.

From the Legislature,
Coronavirus Edition
Actually, there is no news from the
legislature. After a marathon 19 hour
session lasting from 9 am on Thursday,
March 12, the House recessed well
into the wee hours of Friday the 13th,
having met deadlines then in place.
Then the House Speaker and Senate
President announced that there would
be no legislative business the next week;
subsequently, all legislative activity has
been deferred to April 10, at the earliest.
This is a good thing. With 400 members,
meeting in theater-style seating, elbow
to elbow, the NH House has the potential
to create vectors transmitting disease to
every corner of the state. The People’s
House is now closed to legislators, staff,
and visitors.
Although the legislature is not in
session, your legislators are all busy
helping people find the information
and the services to help them navigate
this unprecedented time. Below is
information that we have as of this
writing. By the time the Clarion is
released in print and online, the situation
will be changed again, but many of the
links and sources of information given
below are updated daily, so you can
monitor the latest information.

Ballots were collected for the
Broadband service issue

Town Meeting
Following a pattern of other Cheshire
County Town Meetings, Walpole had a
record turnout Saturday, March 14. 150160 people filled the first floor of Town
Hall.
Ernie Vose, outgoing Town Moderator,
waited to call the meeting to order about
fifteen minutes past the appointed
start time because of the long line of
townspeople picking up their ballots.
The crowd included a crew from FACT-TV,
and reporters from the Keene Sentinel as
well as the Brattleboro Reformer.
After opening ceremonies and swearing
in newly elected officials,
Moderator Vose read Article
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page is here: https://www.dhhs.
nh.gov. It contains an ever-changing
set of links including the latest DHHS
announcements. One of the first links is
labeled ‘2019 Novel Coronavirus (COVID19)’. The direct link to the COVID-19 page
is here: https://www.nh.gov/covid19/.
This page, updated daily, contains a
wealth of information, including the
number of cases in NH, the number
of tests awaiting results, the number
of tests that were negative, and the
number of cases by county. Notices of
special situations or alerts are given a
banner at the top of the page. Across the
top of the page are links for Healthcare
Providers, Residents, FAQs (Frequently
Asked Questions) and Press Releases.
If you follow the Residents link, you
will find links to information about
Monitoring Your Health, and sections for
Workers, Travelers, School Communities,
Employers, First Responders, Long-term
Care Facilities, Home and Community
Based Care, and more. The Frequently
Asked Questions (FAQ) contains answers
to the most frequently asked questions,
but a link at the bottom of the page
gets you to a far more comprehensive
compilation of questions. The direct
link to the list of many, many answers is
here: https://www.nh.gov/covid19/faqs/
documents/covid-19-faq.pdf When I first
looked at it, it was some three pages
long. As of this writing, it extends to
twelve pages.
Governor’s Emergency Orders: The
Governor has issued five Emergency
Orders as of this writing. An Emergency
order may only last for 21 days, but the
Governor can then re-issue the order if
the situation warrants it. You can find
links to the full text of each emergency
order and any subsequent emergency
orders here: https://www.governor.
nh.gov/news-media/emergency-orders/
The Schools: Emergency Order 1 (EO1)
This order requires each school district
to develop a remote instruction plan for
all students. All schools were closed as
of March 16, and the remote instruction
plans were to be in place by March 23, at
the latest.
Many school districts were up and
running in advance of the deadline.
Many School Districts are also putting
plans in place to ensure that children
dependent on the schools for nutritious
meals will have access to meals.
Meetings and Gatherings: EO 2
This order prohibits meetings and
gatherings of more than 50 people
closes bars and restaurants to onsite food
and beverage consumption. However,
establishments are allowed to stay open
for take-out, drive-through, or delivery
service. Many local establishments are
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offering take-out or delivery services, so
check in with your favorite eatery and
find out if they are serviing.
Gas, Electric, Water, Phone, Cable,
VOIP, Internet and Fuel: EO 3
This order ensures that these essential
services will not be turned off for nonpayment during the State of Emergency.
A note of caution here, though. We have
no idea how the service providers will
deal with overdue accounts after the
state of emergency is lifted. However,
may service providers will work with
customers on payment schedules.
Eviction and Foreclosure: EO 4
This order halts the commencement
of eviction proceedings and foreclosure
proceedings until the end of the state of
emergency. Less clear, of course, is what
happens with evictions or foreclosures
after the state of emergency is ended.
Unemployment Benefits: EO 5
This order expands available unemployment benefits in a number of
significant ways. You may be eligible for
benefits even if you never were before
or your situation is not what would have
qualified before.
Benefits start immediately; the waiting
period has been eliminated.
Self-employed individuals and service
providers who are not normally covered
may receive benefits if they meet the
conditions below:
Employed individuals may receive
benefits even if they have not been need
not have been fired or laid off if they
meet the conditions below:
These are the conditions that the
Department of Unemployment Security
is looking for:
You have a diagnosis of COVID-19
You are quarantined (including selfquarantine) at the instruction of a health
care provider, employer, or government
official to prevent the spread of COVID19
You are caring for a family member
or dependent who has COVID-19 or is
under a quarantine related to COVID-19
You are caring for a family member or
dependent who ios unable to care for
themselves due to the COVID-19 related
closing of their school, child care facility,
or other care program.
This means that you are eligible for
benefits if you have to stay home to take
care of a child because school is out, or if
you need to care for an elder whose day
services program has closed.
Self-employed people and others
who are not normally eligible for
unemployment benefits may qualify for
benefits so go online and apply even if
you are not sure if you qualify.
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As of this writing, the web site is
overburdened, so keep trying. If you
need assistance by telephone, the
number is 271-7700.
Here is the web site to apply for
benefits. On the left-hand side of the
page, go down to the maroon button
labeled File a Claim for Benefits: https://
www.nhes.nh.gov
Here is a link to instructions for
completing your application: https://
www.nhes.nh.gov/forms/documents/
nhes-0170.pdf
If you are an employer, the good news
for you is that none of these claims will
be charged against you; they will be a
claim on the system as a whole.
There may be more Emergency Orders
issued as the disease progresses; check
the web site above for new releases. Also:
Nursing Homes and Hospitals:
Nursing homes, including Maplewood,
and hospitals are closed to visitors
to prevent disease transmission to
vulnerable populations or from infected
ones.
There are some restricted
exceptions:
end-of-life
situations,
neonatal units, and patients who need
the support of a caregiver, friend or
relative in a treatment situation. Call
and check before you go. In this time
of isolation, cards, phone calls, Skype
and Facetime are all good ways to stay
in touch, in addition to emails and social
media. Many institutions are making
tablets available to residents who do not
have them so they can see their loved
ones as well and hear their voices.
Non-emergency Medical and dental
procedures: Some offices are recommending that these procedures be
put off for the time being; others are
continuing with services. Check with
your provider to see what they are
recommending.\
Small Business Association (SBA)
Loans Approved
NH has received approval for Economic
Injury Disaster Loans as a result of COVID19.
The SBA toll-free line has been
established to answer questions at 1-800659-2955. Furthermore, in collaboration
with the Department of Business
and Economic Affairs, the SBA and its
Resource Partners, NH Small Business
Development Center, SCORE and Women
Business Centers will be providing
workshops to answer questions and
to help small businesses with the loan
application process. Here is the link for
the NH SBA Office: https://www.sba.gov/
offices/district/nh/concord
NH small businesses can now access
and apply for Economic Impact Disaster
for assistance here.

Navigating Government Web Sites
and Bureaucracy: Your State Representatives, are here to help you if we
can. If you have questions about a state
government program, order or advisory,
we will do our best to get you the
information you need. To reach us:
Lucy Weber
lwmcv@comcast.net
499-0282
Paul Berch
pberch@myfairpoint.net
399-4960
Cathy Harvey
Cathryn.Harvey@leg.state.nh.us
3634424
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Mike Abbott
Michael.Abbott@leg.statte.nh.us
336-7090
Look for the Helpers: The advice
from Mr. Rogers is as good today as it
ever was. There are stories everywhere
of people who are reaching out to help
each other: to sing from their balconies
or from their doorways; to ensure that
shut-ins have what they need; that
people are fed; to ensure there is still a
sense of connection with others even as
we distance ourselves. Every community
has these stories, be on the lookout for
ours. Together (at a distance) we can get
through this.
– Rep. Lucy Weber
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Swearing in (from left): Tom Goins,
Steve Dalessio, Jack Wozmak,Cindy
Westover and Susan Hubbard Johnson
Peggy Pschirrer

Elected to
Town Office

Selectboard
Steven Dalessio
Moderator
Jack Wozmak
Treasurer
Thomas Goins
Supervisor of Checklists
Cynthia Westover
Planning Board
Jason Perron
Jeffrey White
Zoning Board Of Adjustment
Ernest Vose
Trustee Of Trust Funds
Bob Kimball
Library Trustees
Katherine Nerrie
Shirley Capron
Susan Hubbard Johnson
Cemetery Trustee
Dale Woodward
A display supported
the plastic bag ban.

Bob Anderson
(with microphone)
and Paul Looney
urged passage of the
Broadband Article.
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Bob Anderson, a member of the
Broadband Committee, urged all voters
to adopt the Bond Article with fewer
negative votes than nearby towns who
voted on similar bond articles. A ballot
vote which required 2/3 vote succeeded
in meeting Bob’s challenge: Article 2
passed 135 yes, 2 no.
Steve Dalessio, Chair of the Select
Board, presented Article 3, the Town
budget which passed handily with a
voice vote.
Cheryl Mayberry presented Article 4
which uses funds from the unassigned
fund balance to renovate the Town
Clerk’s office, repair the entrance to Town
Hall and rebuild the reuse center at the
Recycling .Center. This item also passed
without discussion by a voice vote.

Moderator Ernie Vose
Voters approved by voice vote
additions to the CRF for the Highway
Department and the Police Department,
as well as the purchase of new mobile
radios for the Police Department.
A ballot vote Article 7 passed by 9715 to purchase by three year loan a new
police car.
Ruby Frithsen and Sidney Curven,
sophomores at Fall Mountain High
School, presented a petition article to
ban the distribution or sale of thin-film
single use plastic bags. Ruby and Sidney
presented a coherent argument which
passed by a positive voice vote with a
scattering of no votes.
Tom Beaudry spoke to Article 13
asking the Select Board to write the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
requesting the owners of the Connecticut
River dams to modify dam operations
in order to reduce the deterioration
of the riverbanks. The Dams must be
relicensed this year. This article passed
by voice vote.
At the conclusion of the business
of Town Meeting, the Select Board
presented Ernie Vose, Town Moderator, a
gift in appreciation of his many years of
Town Service.
– Peggy Pschirrer

Hooper Golf Course
We Are Open
During this worrisome time of
coronavirus, schools and businesses are
closing. People are retreating to their
homes. As a relief from cabin fever, the
new owners of Hooper Golf Course invite
you to the course to play or simply walk
along the fairways and woods. If you are
playing our course for the first time ever,
the first 9-hole round is on us. Fresh air is
healthy, and UVA rays kill viruses. Social
distancing of six feet or more from others
is easy on a golf course.
Our Pro Shop will be thoroughly
sanitized. If we decide to keep the Pro
Shop closed, the course will remain open
and non-members can pay with a check
or cash in a deposit box. Flag sticks will
remain untouched in the holes, (rules
of golf now allow this). All cart steering
wheels will be disinfected after each use.
We encourage walking or one person
per cart. We have a new mechanized
trap rake, and there will be no rakes with
handles.
Dr. Anthony Fauci, the director of the
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases, advises that Americans need to
limit their social interactions to restrict
the virus’s spread, but that does not

necessitate staying inside cooped up
in your home. Please come to Hooper,
stretch your legs and breathe deeply. As
our sign says, the public is welcome.
			

– David Howell

Walpole Seniors
The Walpole Seniors monthly
luncheons are canceled until further
notice due to the Covid-19 virus
outbreak.		
– Jan Martin

WARNING

It’s Our April Issue.
And that means April Fool’s,
so don’t believe everything
you read or see.
(Considering the fix we’re in at the
moment, we considered nixing the
humor, but a few giggles
didn’t seem like such a bad idea)

Historical Society
Items Needed for Exhibit
Do you have an old cobbler’s apron
such as the old shoe or boot makers used
to wear?
This year’s exhibit at the Historical
Society museum will feature North
Walpole during the days of logging on
the river, flourishing paper mills, and the
railroad bringing visitors from Boston
and other cities. In addition, the exhibit
will focus on the old businesses that
made North Walpole a populated and
diverse community center. If you have an
old cobbler apron or other memorable
items or stories, we would love to hear
from you. The apron will be part of one of
the businesses showcased. Your item(s)
will be returned in October when the
museum will close for the season. Thanks
so much. Hope to hear from you. Please
contact: Sally McGaffigan at 603-4452527 or frankmcgaffigan@comcast.net.
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– Sally McGaffigan

Paper Products
No Hoarding Here
It is not going to happen in Walpole
the select board decided at its weekly
meeting, Thursday, March 19. “If
Walpoleans support a ban on plastic
bags, they certainly will agree with
this ban,” proclaimed member Cheryl
Mayberry.  
To prevent the hoarding of toilet paper,
the board polled over one hundred
residents in the days leading up to the
meeting. The board proposed residents
separate the plys on their rolls, and
after use on one side, re-roll the paper,
on an empty roll, with the used side in.
“This plan would at least quadruple the
use of a single roll,” board member
Steve Dalessio explained. Residents were
not thrilled with this sticky proposal.
There was no choice left. The
board unanimously voted to ban the
importation into and use of toilet paper
in Walpole. Walpole police have been
tasked to make frequent random stops at
Walpole’s borders (including clandestine
mountain trails) to impound toilet paper
and issue summons to offenders. Court
dates will be set following the
end of the current health crisis.

There are historic alternatives. Wealthy
Romans used wool and rosewater, while
others used a sponge attached to a
wooden stick. The Greeks used clay. Moss
or snow is preferred by Eskimos. Islamic
cultures still use their left hand with
little water (this is why it is offensive to
greet someone with your left hand). But
Walpole is an agricultural community,
and the solution for all is obvious. Corn
cobs were used in Colonial America, and
the select board has tasked our farmers
to plant early.
– Ray Boas
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COVID-19
First, it is important to remember
that 80% of those who actually contract
COVID-19 will have a mild case, and
some will have no symptoms at all.
The same measures that help prevent
each of us from getting the disease
also help us not transmit it to others if
we have it, especially if we don’t have
any symptoms. The recommendations
below are for those most at risk of
getting seriously ill, but we should all be
following these guidelines to reduce the
risk for everyone.
Those most at risk for serious illness
are as follows. Please be especially
mindful of not putting anyone in these
groups at risk.
Older adults, defined as those over
60. For each decade over 60, the risks
increase significantly.
People with chronic medical
conditions such as heart disease, lung
disease, and diabetes.
This does not mean that others are
immune from serious complications, so
everyone should take precautions. These
are the recommended precautions:
Avoid close contact with people who
are sick.
Keep your hands clean.
Wash your hands often with soap and
water for at least 20 seconds, especially
after blowing your nose, coughing, or
sneezing, or having been in a public
place.
If soap and water are not available,
use a hand sanitizer that contains at
least 60% alcohol.
To the extent possible, avoid
touching high-touch surfaces in public
places – elevator buttons, door handles,
handrails, handshaking with people,
etc. Use a tissue or your sleeve to cover
your hand or finger if you must touch
something.
Wash your hands after touching
surfaces in public places.
Avoid touching your face, especially
your nose, eyes, and mouth.
Practice routine cleaning of
frequently-touched surfaces in your
environment (for example: tables,
doorknobs, light switches, handles,
desks, toilet handles, faucets, sinks and
cell phones).
Avoid crowds, especially in poorlyventilated spaces.
Avoid all non-essential travel
including plane trips and cruise ships.
Stay home as much as possible:

•
•

How do I Keep My Family and Myself Safe
and Prevent the Disease from Spreading?

•

Consider ways of getting household
items and food brought to your house
through family, social, or commercial
networks
Contact your healthcare provider
to ask about obtaining extra necessary
prescription medications in case you
need to stay home for a prolonged
period of time.
If you cannot get extra medications,
consider
using
mail-order
for
medications.
Be sure you have over-the-counter
medicines and medical supplies to treat
fever and other symptoms.
Most people will be able to recover
from COVID-19 at home.
Have a plan in case you get sick:

•

•
•

•

Consult with your healthcare provider
for more information about monitoring
your health for symptoms suggestive of
COVID-19.
Stay in touch with others by phone or
email. You may need to ask for help from
friends, family, neighbors, community
health workers, etc. if you become sick.
Determine who can provide you with
care if your own caregiver gets sick.
It is worth noting that even with the
shelter-in-place orders currently in place
in six counties in California, people
are allowed and urged to get outdoor
exercise such as walking, hiking, or bike
riding, taking care to keep six feet away
from any other person.
Together (from a distance) we will get
through this.

•
•

Guidelines from The New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) Website.

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

      The

Walpole

Clarion
On-line
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Would you like to read or share
your Clarion on-line? Would you
like to receive Clarion reminders
of closing dates or events? Then,
head to https://thewalpoleclarion.
com and scroll down on the right
to “Follow this Blog” and sign up..

April can be very fickle weather-wise
but the warming sun eventually coaxes
nature to life. Think of pussy willows, one
of the most recognizable signs of spring.
Do you like to gather these slender
branches covered with their velvety
buds? After you place them in water,
it’s fun to watch their evolution from
fuzzy bud to flowery catkins. Their bright
yellow pollen-covered stamens are like
rays of sunshine on a dull April day.
There are more signs of
early spring but you must
look up, to the treetops. Most species of
deciduous trees produce their flowers
before the leaves emerge. Without leaves
to interfere, the tiny grains of pollen are
light enough to waft on the spring breezes
and be transported to neighboring trees.
If you have allergies to tree pollen, you’ll
know immediately when the pollen is
adrift by your symptoms. It might not
be much consolation to know crosspollination strengthens the species by
sharing each tree’s unique DNA. Some
flying insects will also aid pollination
when they raid the blooms of pollen and
nectar.
Probably no tree does more to enliven
the hillsides with color in spring than
red maple. Acer rubrum lives up to its
name. The tips of the twigs, the buds,
the flowers and fruit are all a deep red
color. The leaves in fall also tend toward
scarlet.
Botanists classify red maple flowers
as “imperfect.” Unlike many flowering
plants, the flower parts are not in one
“package”. Some trees have mostly male

flowers, others mostly female.
The male flowers, or stamens,
produce the pollen attached to tiny
lozenge shaped anthers. The female
flower, or pistil, contains the ovary
where seeds develop. Sometimes the
proportions of male to female flowers
can change depending upon how much
energy the tree has to spare for seed
production. Pollination of the red maple
happens in a matter of days.
Seeds develop quickly,
ready to disperse in only a
couple of weeks. They do so with wings
or samaras. You probably recognize
them as “helicopters”. There are two
seeds in each balanced samara ready to
be carried away from the parent tree and
colonize new territory. In a good year,
one twelve-inch diameter red maple tree
can produce a million seeds! Tree seeds
in spring are a boon for wildlife. They are
full of protein and fats, just perfect for a
hungry squirrel. Birds also feast on this
fresh source of food.
Sugar maple (Acer saccharum) flowers
are larger than red maple and add a light

Dear Walpole:

yellow or lime green color to the hillsides.
Any maple sugar maker knows when the
buds begin to swell, the sap turns bitter
and sugaring season is over. Sugar maple
seeds take longer to develop and don’t
leave the tree until just before leaf fall in
autumn.
Box elder (Acer negundo) also has
completely separate sexes depending
upon the tree. The same is true for
floodplain dwelling silver maple (Acer
saccharinum). Striped maple (Acer
pensylvanicum) is found at higher
elevations in Walpole. Its stems begin
with male flowers in its early growth
and then switches to female flowers as it
matures. Who knew there were so many
different kinds of maples in our area?
Only the Norway maples (Acer
plantanoides) planted around the
Common are “perfect” flowers with both
the stamens and pistils united in one
flower. They are also our only non-native
maple, now considered to be
an invasive species.
Many other species add to the pastel
palette of our hillsides. Elm flowers are
tiny reddish colored sprays. Ash tree
flowers look like deep maroon colored
bubbles at the tip of the twigs. There
are many catkin-bearing trees as such as
birch, aspen and oak adding chartreuse
and yellow to the mix. Spring has the
perfect complement to the fall leaf
show, except these are buds, flowers,
seeds and the tiny
emerging leaves of
deciduous trees.

June; but, for now, we will be cautious
and careful in our social distancing. I
invite all to get outside, walk our trails,
do some birding, and, please, consider
donating to support our teens in the
High School Summer Work Program,
2020. Let’s continue to take care of each
other and the planet. Happy 50th Earth
Day, April 22!
See you around town, at a safe
distance,
– Helen Dalbeck

Dear Walpole: The Hooper Institute
Staff miss our students and all of our
program attendees due to school
shutdowns and postponed programs.
Our ‘Eyes on Owls- Live Owl’ Program
has been rescheduled for Halloween,
October 31, 2020. Something wonderful
to look forward too. Stay tuned regarding
hoped-for programs in April, May and
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Library
Library Services
During Virus Closure
The Walpole Library is closed through
April 4th, with further closures possible
as the current situation evolves. To keep
books and movies in your hands while
we’re closed we’re offering a number of
services.
Inter-Library Loan. Due to the
continued precautions being taken,
Governor Sununu has canceled InterLibrary Loan services. We will no longer
be getting deliveries from other libraries.
We apologize for any inconvenience this
may cause. We were all hoping for one
more delivery before things were shut
down.
Curbside Pickup is available; call us
to request materials and let us know
when you can pick them up, and we’ll
put the materials in a bag on the front
porch with your name on it! Please DO
NOT return materials until we reopen or
ask for specific materials back. The book
drop is taped shut and is not to be used.
Downloadable Books, Audio Books
and Magazines are available 24/7
through the Libby app. Please call
us at 603-756-9806 or email Julie at
jrios@walpoletownlibrary.org with any
questions.
Online access to New England
Newspapers is available on our website
through Newsbank under digital
resources.
Virtual Programs such as story time
are available on our Facebook page.
These programs will be ever evolving.
Book Lists will be posted on Facebook,
our website and our email list to help
you find books to read that are currently
available for check out. If you have any
questions, please reach out to Justine
Fafara, our Library Director, via email at
jfafara@walpoletownlibrary.org
Thank you for your continued support
of the library and our staff during this
chaotic time.
			

Between 70-80 people routinely visit the library on
a Monday and check out 85-100 items. Monday,
March 16, 125 patrons carried off 767 books,
magazines, CDs, etc.
One of the Childrens’ Room cabinets

Library Renovation

New Rug

– Justine Fafara

Non-fiction Book Group
The group will meet Monday April 6,
from 6:00 - 8:00 pm in the John and Carol
Hubbard Meeting Room at the Bridge
Memorial Library, Walpole to discuss My
Own Words by Ruth Bader Ginsburg. The
book “reveals a more personal side of the
unlikely icon who has inspired operas,
tattoos, T-shirts, and millions of young
women who never knew that the law
was once reserved for male lawyers”.

Director Fafara continues her work
as a young patron tests his skill
on the climbing wall.

– Ron MacLachlan
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Final Touches
The Library Open House in
January celebrated the reopening of the enlarged and refurbished
Bridge Memorial Library, but not all the
elements were complete – some were
on order or still under construction. Now,
however, those last pieces are in place
and in use by library patrons.
• The felt covering for the room
dividers in the Community Room has
been installed.
• Storage cabinets now fill the
upper walls of the Childrens’ Room,
eliminating clutter and freeing the
shelve tops for book displays.
• A whimsical new rug graces the
floor of the Childrens’ Room.
• Perhaps the most exciting late
addition is the climbing wall which
shares the space in the Director’s
Office adjacent to the Circulation
Desk. When this formerly exterior
space was enclosed to create the
office area, the exposed stone
chimney presented an opportunity
that was too good to pass up. In
Director Fafara’s words, “We’re
constantly trying to come up with
new ways to challenge and broaden
the experiences of our young
patrons – with books, presentations,
films, crafts… and now this. We just
added a bit of framing, a skylight
and some off-the-shelf hand holds
and, bingo, an attraction that’s even
more fun than Wiggle Time. The
children really seem to love it; I’ve
seen some adults look interested in
trying their skills too.”
Bridge Memorial Library… a little
something for everyone.
– Jan Kobeski

Photo: Eric Merklein

Invasive Species?
Flamingos Spotted In Walpole
Even with global warming affecting
our planet, it was a real shocker to see
a flock of flamingos at the Mill Pond in
Walpole this past week.
Said Tilly Wilfert from Old Drewsville
Road, ‘I can’t believe my eyes. These
are such beautiful creatures, and I’m so
surprised that they don’t mind standing
on the ice and in such cold, cold water. I
hope they stay all summer.’
Bradley Mange from Cold River Road
in Drewsville commented, ‘We’d better
contact Fish and Game real fast. It could
be a bad problem if they keep showing
up and start wiping out all the fish.’
If you see these wonderful creatures in
your area, please take a few photos and
send them to the Clarion, and perhaps
the Walpole Historical Society.
			

– Eric Merklein

Walker Road Update
The Walpole Conservation Commission
thanks everyone who has contributed to
our request for ideas to use Gateway land.
We will keep the link open continuously,
for all of you. https://bit.ly/391aarI
Keep your eyes open for announcements about trail maintenance
projects. In this time of social distancing,
it is a way for us to contribute to our town
while protecting each other, getting
fresh air, and swapping stories of how we
cope with isolation.
– France Menk

First Congregational
Rummage Sale
We are very sad to announce that our
famous spring rummage sale of good
to high quality clothing and excellent
food scheduled for May 1 and 2 has
been cancelled due to the COVID-19
Coronavirus.		
– Chuck Shaw

Broadband
Next Steps
Thank you all for a wonderful turnout
at Town Meeting. Your vote of 1352 approving the bond for broadband
services was an affirmation of the
Broadband Committee’s work, and
a recognition that indeed Walpole is
underserved in internet services.
The Broadband Committee will
continue to work to negotiate a contract
with Consolidated Communications,
Inc (CCI) and complete our application
to the Bond Bank. We expect to go to
the Bond Market in late June/early July.
Many of our neighbors will be with us:
Westmoreland, Dublin, Rindge and
Harrisville also approved Bond issues at
Town Meetings. In addition we will meet
with CCI to confirm our streets and roads
where fiber optics are to be installed.
Once we have secured our Bond, CCI
will begin its work. Dennis Marcom
will be Walpole’s Contract Manager; Jeff
McIver, who attended our Town Meeting,
will represent CCI.
The Associated Press called this week
to ask how we were coping with Covid19 without broadband services. It was
an interesting time to explain why we
need Broadband. Unfortunately the
reporter knew nothing about Walpole or
our location. But he may put us on the
map with his piece onto broadband.
We will keep you informed as the
process proceeds!
– The Broad Band Committee
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Cross Country Skiing
Fall Mountain Boys & Girls Teams
Capture D3 Titles
Members of the Varsity Boys and
Girls Nordic Teams skied to success at
the NH D3 State Championships, on a
beautiful sunny day at the base of Mount
Washington.
The Championships consist of two
races, a morning classic 5K and an
afternoon freestyle 5K. By the conclusion
of the boys 5K classic race, Fall Mountain
appeared to be in the lead with three of
their skiers in the top ten: Gabe Lloyd in
second, Gabe Andrus in third and Edward
Gowdy in seventh. However, victory was
still uncertain. Kearsarge High School was
a close second, and were going to put up
a strong performance in the afternoons
5K freestyle race. At 1:15 pm, they lined up
for their start with temperatures soaring
to 57 degrees. Many of the athletes were
dressed in t-shirts. By the end of the
race, Fall Mountain skiers crossed the
finish line exhausted and with four skiers
this time in the top ten! Lloyd, Andrus
and Gowdy again posted good results,
along with Brendan Reagan’s ninth place
finish that helped seal the team’s victory.
Teammates Bennett Shriver, Braden
Haefner and Jager Kleama all contributed
to a good day of racing. After a hard day
of skiing under the sun, the Fall Mountain
Boys won the overall team score with a
total of 760 points and were named D3

New Hampshire State Champions, a feat
accomplished last by FM in 2009!
The Fall Mountain Girls team also
competed in a 5K classic and a 5K
freestyle race. The morning’s classic race
concluded with three out of the four Fall
Mountain Skiers in the top ten. Seniors
Zoe Mitchell, Katie Nelson, Sage Stark
and Mary Catherine Haefner finished
fifth, ninth, tenth and seventeenth
respectively. The afternoon freestyle race
was during the heat of the day, creating
the most challenging race conditions yet!
In spite of the soft and slow conditions,
the Fall Mountain girls thrived with three
skiers again in the top ten. This time
around, Zoe Mitchell was fifth, Sage Stark
seventh, Katie Nelson eighth and Mary
Catherine Haefner seventeenth. These
tremendous performances are what
brought the FM varsity girls small team
of only four skiers to earning the D3 New
Hampshire state runners up title!
The successes of the Fall Mountain ski
team has been accomplished not only
through the hard work of its athletes,
but with the guidance and support
from the Fall Mountain cross country
skiing community. The team’s coaches,
Larry Sayers, Kate Northcott and Chris
Northcott, the team’s long-time advisor
and bus driver Joe Cartwright and, of
course, the athletes’ parents all play
critical roles in the Fall Mountain cross
country ski team program.
		
– Gabriel Andrus
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Town Offices
Town Clerk / Tax Collectors Office
The office will work regular hours but
customers must call (756-3514) for an
appointment if they wish to come in.
Motor vehicle renewals, dog license
renewals, and vital record requests can
be done on the internet – go to the
Town Website (specifically https://www.
walpolenh.us/clerk-tax-office.html)
and the E-REG link will direct you for
instructions and procedures.
Marriage Licenses must be done in
person at any NH Town Clerk’s office.
The best advice is to call the clerk’s
office - 756-3514 - during our regular
office hours.
– Sandy Smith
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Hooper Institute
Summer Work Program For Teens &
The Opportunity To Support It
Are you a teen who enjoys working
outdoors with plants and animals? If
you are a Walpole resident the Hooper
Institute High School Work Program
might be a good fit for you. For the
past 23 years we have placed students
at a variety of agricultural operations
throughout town. Teens have also worked
at the town recycling center and learned
about this important environmentalsustainability career.
Current options include working
at horse and dairy farms, apple and
produce farms. We hope to place
students on sites doing landscaping and
trail work. Limited space is available at
the Walpole Veterinary Hospital and The
Village Blooms. Opportunity may exist to
intern at the Hooper Golf Course if you
are 16 years or older. We seek students
to be counselors at our summer camp
programs for children entering grades
1-8. These programs are held the two
weeks following the end of school.
You must be 14 years of age by June
20th to participate. The pay is $7.50 per
hour for up to 140 hours of work over the
summer.

If you are interested in learning
more, contact us at hooperinstitute@
myfairpoint.net or call 756-4382 and
leave a message with your name and
contact information. Deadline for
applications is May 1.

PLUS, WALPOLE CITIZENS: Are you
interested in sponsoring a high school
student for 100 hours of summer
work, $750? If yes, please sign-up with
Helen Dalbeck, call 566-2805 or email
hooperinstitute@myfairpoint.net Your
help is much appreciated and vital for
the continuation of this unique and
important program.
– Helen Dalbeck
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Historical Society
Needed for exhibit..
Do you have an old cobbler’s apron
such as the old shoe or boot makers
used to wear?
This year’s exhibit at the Historical
Society museum will feature North
Walpole during the days of logging on
the river, flourishing paper mills, and the
railroad bringing visitors from Boston
and other cities. In addition, the exhibit
will focus on the old businesses that
made North Walpole a populated and
diverse community center. If you have an
old cobbler apron or other memorable
items or stories, we would love to hear
from you. The apron will be part of one of
the businesses showcased. Your item(s)
will be returned in October when the
museum will close for the season. Thanks
so much. Hope to hear from you. Please
contact: Sally McGaffigan at 603-4452527 or frankmcgaffigan@comcast.net.
		

– Sally McGaffigan

Don’t Forget!

Wash Your Hands Frequently
For 20 Seconds With Soap

Volunteer Training
Hospice at HCS
HCS is offering a volunteer training
program for those who are interested in
becoming volunteers. The training will
begin on April 2 from 1:30 to 4:30 pm, and
continues Thursday afternoons through
May 14. Training will be held at the
agency’s Keene office at 312 Marlboro
Street.
Volunteers are members of the
hospice care team, providing support to
the patient and to family members. After
completing the training, volunteers assist
hospice patients with interests such as
writing letters, reading, playing board
games, scrap booking, or may accompany
a patient to a community event or to visit
friends; volunteers also provide respite
to family members. Hospice volunteers
are especially needed during the day,
but scheduling can be very flexible and
worked around employment and travel
commitments.
The training program is offered free
of charge, but class size is limited, and
pre-registration is required. To register,
contact Lorraine Bishop, Hospice at HCS
Volunteer Coordinator at 352-2253 or
lbishop@HCSservices.org.
			

Old Home Days
Celebration Cancelled
The Walpole Old Home Day Committee
has made the difficult but prudent
decision to POSTPONE the celebration
until next year. June 24-27 2021 are the
tentative new dates.
Use this additional 12 months to
make some Main Street Memories, to
plan a reunion, to groom your pet for the
show, practice your talent,
train for the 5K and think
up an award winning
parade entry.
Plan to celebrate
madly with hand
shakes, hugs and
social closeness
in June 2021.
Questions
or concerns?
P l e a s e
contact
Kelley Hicks
kell7604@
gmail.com
– Kelley Hicks

– Lara Larson
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Did You Know That…?

MacDonald’s Store, and residents in the
large Main Street homes counted on him
for a daily catch for their tables. Each
Excursions into Walpole People, Places & History with Ray Boas
day, when the Town Bell tolled eleven in
the morning, he would pack up his gear,
...rumors of the “Great New his dog headed down to the Connecticut and head back to the store to prepare
his catch. By noon each day, the young
England Sea Serpent” around the Gulf of
River. Walking from the village south
retailer would be in place.
Maine and Cape Ann appeared in print as
down Main Street he would head west on
But, something was wrong this day.
early as the mid-1600s? Strange creatures
South Street, down the hill and around
Rodger was not predictably back in the
often were seen in the Connecticut River,
Rabbit Corner. Approaching Walker Farm,
village at his position by noon. Thirty
but a September 9, 1886, report in The
he cut across the fields to the Connecticut
minutes passed, and Kendrick tasked his
New York Times documented a creature
River to the sand bar extending out from
helper to head to the sand bar to find
that “made itself known the previous
the shore. Rodger found the sand bar the
Rodger and make sure he was alright.
day around six o’clock in the morning.
ideal spot to position his poles and cast
Arriving at the sandbar, only fishing
Two men from Cromwell, Connecticut,
from. He worked at Charles T. Kendrick’s
poles, Rodger’s lunch pail, and shoes
Buffalo Weekly Express, September 9, 1886
with socks, carefully folded, were to be
seen. A search party, including dogs,
was formed. Splashing around the water,
suddenly one dog went wild and, with
a black blur, disappeared. The search
was called off. Rodger and his dog were
never found.
The sand bar still exists, extending out
from The Walpole Gateway property. The
waters between the bar south to Dunshee
Island form a perfect aquatic habitat for
numerous species to securely hide. While
enjoying a picnic or walk along the river
or out on the sand bar, you should be
cautious and vigilant. Sea serpents and
monsters are known for their longevity.
“Connie,” as the Connecticut River sea
serpent came to be called, could still be
in residence.
Last (and maybe only) known image of Rodger
Barnes (at right) in front of MacDonald’s Store
Silas Sage and Colonel Stocking, were
crossing the river when their boat struck
something lurking underneath. The
creature lifted its thick neck 10 feet out
of the water, signaling an overall length
of at least 100 feet. Sage and Stocking
did not wait to learn its intentions.
They rowed with frightened fury back
to Cromwell.” The story was shared in
papers around the country.
Ten days later, Turners Falls Power
Canal Keeper, Alphonso Giovani, and his
dog, were inspecting a lock. His dog went
wild, barking madly, and was suddenly
swooped into the canal by something
amid much thrashing. Alphonso open the
gates - a black shape raced northward,
presumably with his dog. Picnickers on
Sunday, September 26, were enjoying a
bucolic afternoon on the island between
Brattleboro, Vermont and Hinsdale, New
Hampshire (later the site of Island Park,
opened in 1911). Children and dogs
splashing in the water panicked when a
black blur raced through grabbing a dog
and continued north.
In Walpole, Wednesday, September 29,
1886, seventeen year-old Rodger Barnes
began his day as any other. He awoke,
gathered his fishing gear, and along with
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Influenza of 1918
The world was at war in 1918, and not
just in Europe’s trenches of World War I.
For some reason the Influenza of 1918
(sometimes called the Spanish Flu) is
often overlooked. The world population
in 1918 was about 28 percent of what it
is today. That flu infected an estimated
500 million people worldwide—about
one-third of the planet’s population. It
is estimated that upwards of 50 million
lost their lives from the flu. Occurring in
two phases, the pandemic lasted from
January 1918 through December 1920,
but the worst impact was during three
months in the fall of 1918.

In the United States, over 675,000
Americans died from that flu. Putting this
in perspective, combat deaths from the
American Revolution (1775) through the
conflicts in Afghanistan and Iraq (2011)
claimed over 666,400 lives. This casualty
number includes both North and South
Civil War deaths of 214,938. Estimates
for flu related deaths in New Hampshire
from the 1918 pandemic range from
2,700 to 3,000. Schools in Walpole were
closed for three weeks.
Death from the Influenza of 1918
was quick and painful. Individuals
could begin to exhibit symptoms in the
morning, and be dead in the afternoon.
Much of the spread in the US was due
to the movement of troops for the war,
and the lack of understanding of how
the virus was transmitted from person

to person. Infected troops would be
packed onto trains for transportation to
camps for isolation. At stops, the troops
mingled with curious citizens. Just across
the border to the south, Fort Devins,
Massachusetts, was a main troop center
for the war, jammed with 45,000 soldiers
waiting to be shipped to France. More
than 8,000 sick and dying men clogged
its hospital, which had a capacity of
2,000.
It was not until after citizens packed
streets in Philadelphia for war bond
parades and celebrations that its officials
came to understand the need to ban
such activities. These gatherings aided
the rapid spread of the flu. In time,
the need for isolation and no contact
between people to slow the spread of
the flu was finally understood. The term
“social distancing” may not have been
coined then - but now it is up to you to
practice the absence of social contact
and interaction.
To better understand how such an
influenza event can happen you may
wish to see the movie CONTAGION
(on Amazon), and also view the long
documentary about the Influenza of
1918 on YouTube.
– Ray Boas

Unlike 2020, at least some
participated in – and watched–
the National Pastime.
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You Need
to Know That…

Huggies Baby Wipes
Invented in 1990, the name
describes the way these disposable
diapers ideally hug an infant’s
bottom without leaking. Baby Wipes
refers to the cloth used to wipe a
baby’s bottom.
Can be used to:
Clean hands after pumping gas Keep a box of Huggies Baby Wipes
in the trunk of your car.
Blot up spilled coffee from a rug
or carpet - Huggies Baby Wipes
absorb coffee without leaving
a stain.
Clean scrapes and bruises Huggies Baby Wipes are great
for cleaning minor abrasions.
Clean shoes - Simply wipe
the shoes with a Huggies
Baby Wipe.
Comply with Walpole’s TP ban use Huggies as an alternative
to Corn Cobs.

•

•

•

•

•

Adapted from: Magic Brands - 1,185
Brand-New Uses for Brand-Name Products
by Joey Green.

Academic Fair
WES Welcomes Community
Walpole Elementary has been
participating in the Academic Fair for
many years. This year, all of the students
were able to choose their own topic to
research and learn about. Some students
had researched things such as animals to
how the brain works. The students were
able to really dive deep into topics they
were interested in and felt passionate
about. The students were given time
to study about their topics with small
groups. During this time the students
began preparing for Academic Fair
night.
Some classes such as
Language Arts and Art
used class time to work on
Academic Fair. In Language
Arts we wrote an essay with
all of our information, and in
Art we created our headers
to go along with our projects.
Each kid spent time on their
projects and were prepared
to present on Academic
Fair night. They memorized
introductions, worked on
presentations for weeks.
Blitz Week, which occurred
immediately after February Break, gave
students time to complete their project
and to make it as good as it could be.
Each student was unique with their
projects and was able to teach many
people around them about their topic.
On Academic Fair night, each student
took their place as their parents, and
others, including their teachers, watched
them present. A fellow student of mine
said “I wished the Academic Fair was
more than one night, because it’s a lot
of fun to show off all the work and effort
you put into your project.”

Science Olympiad

Owen Tetu, Camden Fuller with their
Mission Possible entry

Coronavirus Ends 2020 Competition
Seventeen Science Olympiad kids
have been studying all year long, three
days a week, and logged more than 650
cumulative hours of extra science! They
have been studying 23 different subject
matters, ranging from Anatomy and
Physiology, Meteorology, Ornithology,
Water Quality, Oceanography, Disease
Detectives, and Fossils to Mousetrap
Vehicle, Ping Pong Parachute, Experimental Design, Machines, and Crime
Busters.

Photos: Kim Lewis

Francis Aldrich & Braydon Patch

– Camden Fuller (Grade 8)

Ian Smith, Ben Tetu check their
Mousetrap Vehicle

Students in 6th through 9th grade
get to become experts in three to five
subject matters throughout the year that
they may not have the opportunity to
be exposed to in the regular classroom.
Teams of two then compete against
other schools from across the country
in their respective events at day-long
tournaments at hosting colleges. In the
past, Walpole students have competed
in tournaments at Dartmouth, Cornell,
St. Anselm’s, Wright State, and University
of Colorado.
In February, Walpole traveled to Harvard
and came in 18th out of 33 schools. There
were some excellent finishes by Patrick
Manning and Luca Leone, who came in
12th in Ornithology, Ian Smith and Ben
Tetu finishing 13th in Mousetrap Vehicle,
Camden Fuller and Owen Tetu placing
13th in Mission Possible, and Etta Bea
Harrison and Morrigan Farnum finishing
6th in Crime Busters!
The state tournament was scheduled
at Saint Anselms on March 21st to
determine which school will represent
New Hampshire at the National
Tournament in North Carolina. Sadly, due
to the uncertainty of the coronavirus,
both the state and national tournaments
for Science Olympiad have been
cancelled.
– Kimberly Lewis

Though working remotely, we’ve been assured our WES correspondents intend to keep us informed.
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Dear 2020,

You are not what we expected.
From the moment our young selves
calculated this year knowing we would
be graduating eighth grade, we were all
excited. This year was finally our “turn”
for 2020. It just sounded like such a good
and even year to finish out our middle
school years.
Our class endured the seemingly
endless eighth grade year filled with
testing, hard classes, and having to
be taught how to prepare to go into
high school. We are always told “Just
wait, it gets better. You will have more
opportunities,” by all of our family and
older friends. So, we persisted, thinking
that soon it would be better.
We were getting ready for white water
rafting, our last field day with the little
kids, spring break, softball and baseball
season, the pool-party, and graduation.
Ready to enjoy every minute we had
with our classmates at Walpole.
We dreaded the thought of leaving,
competing, playing, and performing for
the last time with our teams from the
sports we had played. We dreaded the
thought of leaving our friends we have
been with to grow up with in our small
town. We dreaded leaving the teachers
we had seen so often for so many years.
This year was supposed to give us the
opportunity to savor the time we had
left, with just us and not all the new kids
we would be with next year.
But, this year I am learning that nothing
is guaranteed.

Remote Learning
Due to the Coronavirus, also known
as COVID-19, the district has closed
school in the hopes of preventing others
from spreading the virus. The Walpole
Elementary School is still continuing
to teach their students the best they
can from home, using the internet and
Google Classroom. They hope to teach
the students as well as assign homework
and due dates.
This is still a learning process for not
only the students, but the teachers
too. However, everyone seems to be
doing well. The school has provided
anyone with needed items to continue
our education. The schedule has been
altered, but everyone seems to be
adapting well. Although no one is
completely sure when or if we’ll be back,
they have made an estimate of three
weeks. Hoping for the best, hopefully
we’ll be back soon. I wish everyone to
stay safe and don’t forget to wash your
hands, prevent yourself from touching
your face, and practice self distancing.
– Malesa Seavey (Grade 8)

My family took a weekend to honor the
tragic news of a family member that had
passed. It did not feel real honestly and
still doesn’t. I was planning on visiting
them this summer, for I had not seen
them since I was very little. Life is not
guaranteed, and I wish I would’ve known
the reality of that sooner. The thought of
this year actually getting worse did not
seem possible.
I was wrong.
On Sunday morning, all families got a
call saying that school would be canceled
for two weeks. Following that was a
call that it would be changed to three
weeks and that our president declared a
national emergency.
Calls from friends deepen the sorrow
of staying inside without any contact
with each other for this long. It was not
a snow day that we would hope for or a
few days off, but three weeks with the
chance that our summer could also be
affected. That meant weeks at minimum
taken away from our eighth grade year.
Our trips that had been planned out
with friends and family were next to go
as travel warnings became more serious.
More plans were postponed. More
sports seasons began to cancel. More
restrictions were added.
We laugh at memes of our class
graduating on skype, going to our
last middle school dances on the Club
Penguin dance floor, and receiving our
diploma and goodbyes from teachers
over email. But, I think I can speak for
most of us when I say that sounds
surreal.

Movie Review
Sonic
Sonic the Hedgehog. A very anticipated
movie in the video gaming community.
We were thirsty for a video game
adaptation and this looked promising.
Until they released the trailer. Disaster
struck in 2019. Terror swept the nation.
The premise of the movie looked okay,
but Sonic himself. Oh no. Look for
yourself, if you dare.

Terrifying isn’t it? If I had a can of
gas and a lighter, I would burn that fur
demon and sic my roomba on its ashes.
Then I would use the thingy from Men
in Black so it could be banned from my
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We know that there are problems
bigger than the disappointment we are
feeling, but it is truly sad to be someone
graduating this year. As much as we
joked about being ready to leave and get
out of school, this is not what we wanted
or expected to happen.
I waited until my eighth grade year to
fully appreciate the sports and coaches
I had, my school, my friends, my family,
and the time I had before I actually had
to start becoming an adult. This is a
precious time that we do not get back.
I urge the students who have a year or
years left in school - whether it be middle,
high school, or college - to value every
time you enter a school building, step on
a court or field or stage, or hang out with
your friends. Go to the school dance even
if it seems stupid. Go to something you
get invited to even if you are tired. Spend
each and every minute you can with the
people you love. Do not take what you
have for granted or wait until you’re an
adult to appreciate it. Each tomorrow is
unpredictable and uncertain.
I know our class and community
is strong and will take advantage of
opportunities to bond with our friends
and family in different ways, and I hope
COVID-19 will not take away our entire
summer and school year. But, if it does,
I am certain that we all will walk away
from this year with a new perspective
about the worth of time, relationships,
and experiences.
2020, I know we will always remember
you… even if it is not for the reasons that
everyone expected. – Abby Turner (Grade 8)
mind forever. Anyways, the movie makers
realized their mistake, and banished the
demon, replacing it with the bundle of
joy we call Sonic. They remade all of the
CGI in the movie until it was more like
the Sonic we know and love, which took
time and money. But it was all worth it
in the end.
The cast of this movie included
Jim Carrey, James Marsden, and Ben
Schwartz. Jim Carrey is Dr. Eggman,
James Marsden is the main character/
cop. Ben Schwartz is the voice of Sonic.
Anyways, the basic plot of the movie
is that Sonic has to keep running away
from people because they try to steal his
power. He finally finds a planet he likes
(Earth) but has to stay in hiding because
he doesn’t want to be forced to leave.
He comes to the realization that he will
always be alone, and becomes angry. He
uses his power accidentally out of rage
and alerts the government to where
he is. He has the choice to leave Earth,
or fight and stay. I’m not going to spoil
anymore! Go see the movie. It’s pretty
good and okay for kids. I would give this
movie 10/12 stars
– Camden Fuller (Grade 8)

Remote Learning in Walpole Schools
What does it mean to develop remote
learning? Since March 15, local teachers
have been working steadily to prepare for
instruction which will take place outside
the classroom at students’ homes.
On Sunday, March 15, 2020, teachers
were notified that schools were being
closed until April 6th, but there would
be a meeting on Monday, for all staff
to prepare for remote learning. Under
the leadership of Sam Jacobs, and Tech
Director, Lynne Phillips, we have enjoyed
the wonderful advances of technology,
yet we weren’t quite sure how to start an
online school for our students in fortyeight hours. Nevertheless, the teachers
met, and worked to develop programs
for students using Google Suite, Google
Classroom, Email, Video Conferencing
and much more. Our primary school
and several teachers are also using Class
Dojo to reach out to students. Teachers
also prepared bags of work with hard
copies for students to use. These were
picked up on Thursday, March 19th.
Our Art teacher and our Music teachers
have prepared activities that can be
done remotely as well. This has been
incredible flurry of activity, learning, and
planning on the part of the teachers. We
truly appreciate all the assistance from
Central Office, and strength Mr. Jacobs
has shown. Our secretaries have worked
furiously to make calls and manage the
paperwork involved.
It is important to note that there
will be glitches. We are all on a journey
into the unknown, both in cyberspace
and in education. Teachers have
become determined to do their best,
and have asked parents to be patient.
Communication through email and
phone calls is essential, so that we can
help our students access what they need.
We also want to remind parents that
having a schedule is advisable. Children
need structure and a sense of normalcy.
We recommend that there is a time to
get up, work on schoolwork, eat lunch,
take breaks, get fresh air and spend time
with family. Try to maintain a reasonable

bedtime to insure wellness. We recognize
that parents are not necessarily trained
teachers. Please communicate with us if
you have concerns. We are only an email
away! We want to do our jobs and are
dedicated.
During this time of social distancing,
encourage your children to keep a
journal for the future. Maybe in 10, 20,
or 50 years they will reflect on the events
in their lives as youngsters and share
these thoughts with their own children
or grandchildren. They may not realize
it, but their journals could become an
historical primary source! Encourage
your children to write letters to nursing
home patients who cannot see their
families. Include kids in cooking activities
or shopping list development, and
household budgeting. This is an excellent
way to build math skills. Take the time to
connect with your children, tell them
about your own childhood. Have them
call an elderly neighbor or grandparents
and interview them about how things
were “in the good old days.” Have them
write a story about these events. Perhaps
they could write a letter to our local first
responders, or town officials. Consider
having your child do yard work and
prepare a small area for gardening. There
are also many available online resources.
Please consult your child’s teacher for the
ones most appropriate for their classes.
In closing, I have to say that I have
been so moved by the outpouring of
encouragement from our students’
families. One example of this is the
folks at Diamond Pizza who dropped
off pizzas and salad for the teachers this
week. Thank you, Diamond Pizza!!! It
really hit the spot. Walpole is a wonderful
and beautiful place with many goodhearted people, and it has never been
more evident than during this national
emergency. Our kids will remember this
for the rest of their lives, but most of all,
they will remember how fortunate they
were to live in such a fantastic town
where they are cherished.
- Jackie Ronning, Grade 5 Teacher
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Town Offices
Closed to Public Due to COVID-19
In response to COVID-19 Federal and
State declarations of emergency and to
protect Town of Walpole citizens and
personnel, the Selectboard has enacted
the following interim measures:
Walpole Town Offices closed to the
public beginning March 18, 2020, and
will reopen on April 6, 2020.
Town personnel will be available
by phone and/or email to answer
questions or to set - up any necessary
appointments.
All Town board/committee/commission meetings and sponsored
events, excluding the Selectboard, are
suspended through April 4, 2020. There
will be no public business discussed
at Selectboard meetings; only Town
business will be on the agenda.
The Selectboard recommends and
encourages all people to use the online
optionsfor registrations with the Town
Clerk /Tax Collector ’s Office. If citizens
cannot register online, contact the Town
Clerk’s Office for assistance.
The Selectboard Office and Town
Clerk / Tax Collectors offices will be
staffed for regularly scheduled hours.
Phone first to determine if an in-person
meeting is required.
There will be no functions held at
Town Hall until after April 5 , 2020. The
Selectboard will review and update this
directive as new NH State mandates are
received.
Town libraries were closed as of
March 18.
The Police Department’s lobby
area was be closed for non-emergency
business as of March 18. The Police
Department will continue to answer
phone calls.
The Recycling Center-Transfer Station
will be open as regularly scheduled.
The Highway Department will continue
normal operations.
Watch the Clarion website and The
Walpolean for updates.

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Found in the Historical Society Archives...
A recently uncovered photo in the
Historical Society archives has revealed a
forgotten — and unsuspected — page in
Walpole history, and a curious blending of
popular craze and presidential politics.
The photo shows a small crowd
gathered beneath the steeple of St.
Peter’s Catholic Church in North Walpole.
Atop the steeple, a figure balances on a
small — very small — platform (just
large enough for his feet). He appears
to be holding something. All pretty
mysterious, but fortunately, the original
owner wrote a brief explanatory note
at the bottom, “Daredevil McGoon . St.
Peter’s. No. Walpole. September, 1920.”
It seems that what we’re witnessing
here is an out-of-the-ordinary campaign
moment from the 1920 Presidential race
between Republican Warren Harding
and Democrat James Cox. In a campaign
marked by two lackluster candidates
that focused on acceptance or rejection
of Woodrow Wilson’s League of Nations,
local Republican officials seem to have
turned to contemporary pop culture to
encourage support for their champion
— and his running mate, “Silent” Cal
Coolidge of Massachusetts, though
originally from neighboring Vermont.
The bizarre twist here is the use of a
flagpole sitter as an attention-getter. The
fad began as a publicity stunt, launched
by former sailor Alvin “Shipwreck” Kelly,
who squatted atop a pole for more than
13 days early in 1920. For reasons no one
has ever been able to determine, the
concept took a firm grip on the public
imagination throughout the 20’s, as
both men and women took to the tops
of whatever happened to be handy in
order to set a new record… or just get
their pictures in the paper. By the end
of the decade a guy named Bill Penfield
would perch on a flagpole somewhere in
Iowa for 51 days and 20 hours to claim
the record. 1929 marked the end of the
craze, however. Perhaps dealing with
the Great Depression was enough of a
challenge for everyone and the flagpoles
were left to the pigeons.
Daredevil McGoon appears to have
been a very minor player in the fad.
He may have attracted attention and
earned his nickname by sharing the peak
of a barn in Alstead with a weathervane
in June of 1920 for two days. Certainly
minor league stuff when compared with
Kelly and company. For whatever reason,
he was prevailed upon to shinny up St.
Peter’s steeple one September day as the
listless campaign “heated up,” perch on
top, and brandish a placard proclaiming
Harding’s trademark slogan — a return
to “normalcy.” The irony of proclaiming a

Enlarged, McGoon
takes center stage.

desire for “normalcy” in such a thoroughly
unnormal fashion appears to have been
lost on organizers and spectators alike.
Unfortunately, there is no record of how
long McGoon was up there... an hour...
two weeks? The historical record is
silent.)
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By November, Harding would be
President (though he would not live out
his full term and Cal would replace him),
normalcy would be in full swing and
Daredevil McGoon... who knows?

Spider Bite
While traveling north up through
Cornish/Lempster area, I stopped at the
local store to buy me an adult beverage.
As I was about to leave, in walks my
friend Elwud, looking about as down
in the dulldrums as one could get. As
usual, I made the mistake of asking what
was the problem.
“Well sir, Velma is down with the shakes
and sweats and can’t leave the house.”
“Oh my,” says I, “Did she come in contact
with someone who has that new virus?”
“No. First off we don’t drink none of
that Mexican beer, nor do any of our
friends.”
I thought about explaining that the
virus I was referring to had nothing to
do with Mexican beer, but decided it was
best to leave it alone.
“So if it isn’t the virus, then what is the
problem?”
“Well, ya know that spell of below
zero temperatures we had for several
days? Seems it caused all our pipes
to freeze solider than Lake Erie! When

that happens, we cant use the indoor
plumbing. Fortunately we still have the
old reliable out building, if you know
what I mean. So I directed Velma to go
use the one-holer until we could get the
pipes thawed out. It had been awhile
since anyone had been out there, and
apparently the spiders had taken over
the area under where one sits. Being as it
was below zero and there being no heat,
Velma didn’t do no checkin’, and just
dropped and sat. Well one of them big
old spiders took exception to being youknow-what on, and stung her derriere.
What happened next was not a pretty
sight. She come a’screamin’ through
the door with her pants in one hand
and tryin’ to knock the spider from her
backside with the other. The Doctor gave
her some antibiotics and said she would
be okay in three or four days. She gave
me two options, put her up in the local
motel or get one of them porta-potties.
I cant afford no Motel, so guess what I
been doing that last three days?”
I felt so bad for Elwud, I gave him my
adult beverage and left the store before
he could say anything more that I didn’t
want to hear.
Got back in the truck and Fran said,
“Didn’t I see your friend Elwud go in the
store? What’s new with him and Velma?”
“Trust me, Dear, you don’t want to know”,
I replied as I sped down the highway.
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Reader Commentary
Just Thoughts…
So what am I doing to stay safe? Never
one to stay still, I am washing my hands
more, wiping counters down more often,
staying out of crowds, etc. We have no
choices frankly, with restaurants closed,
libraries closed, churches closed. I can
take out - and will - but with restraint
because I have been watching retirement
funds slide away.
But I am fortunate because I have a job
with the Town, and as a Select person
it is my job to take care of others as we
weather this crisis. The Select Board will
continue to meet with limited agendas;
and, although we are obligated by law
to be open to the public, we won’t have
public business other than safety issues,
which will require our meeting with Mark
Houghton as our Director of Emergency
Services, and Dr. Charles Saw who is our
Health officer.
The Town is one meeting away from
completing new Emergency Operations
Procedures, so we have already
considered how to handle emergencies
to meet the safety needs of our
community, its citizens, businesses and
organizations.
I have found it comforting to call
neighbors, family and far-away friends
to check in: “How are you doing?” It is
reassuring, soothing and very pleasant
to hear a familiar voice.
We are all in this together. Know your
elected and appointed officials have your
back. We will all see our way through this
tough time.
– Peggy Pschirrer

On North Road north of intersection with
Old North Main Street: snow, slush and
downed trees… welcome to the first day
of Spring! So much for the Vernal Equinox.

Walpole Business Notes

Local Restaurants
I had an inquiry this morning to see
if I knew what our local restaurants
are doing in response to the mandate
that NH restaurants and bars practice
social distancing and provide take out
or delivery only. I have since checked
in at Joanie Joan’s, Soencer’s Place and
Burdick’s. ( Diamond’s, The Hungry
Diner, and Lola’s already have the Take
Out option in place.)
All three spots now have Take Out
Service in place. Burdick’s has a Take Out
menu in place on their website, Joanie
Joan’s has one in progress. Spencer’s
Place has the regular menu this noon
and specials tonight that include corn
beef and cabbage as well as bangers
and mash. Both Burdick’s and Spencer’s
Place mentioned curbside service.
As one who really prefers not to
cook and believes in supporting local
businesses, this is really good news. I,
for one, would like to thank them in
advance!
– Lil DeCoste, The Walpolean

Walpole Valley Farms
The Farm Store at Walpole Valley
Farms will be open daily from 10-3 until
further notice. We are well stocked with
meats, pork, chicken, turkey, & beef.
We also have eggs, cheese, jam, maple
syrup, and more. The grocery store is a
daunting place for many right now so

we’re happy to be of service. We are also
happy to deliver within Walpole for those
folks who can’t go out. Please feel free to
share, take care and stay healthy!
– Caitlin & Chris Caserta

Banking
Savings Bank of Walpole has
temporarily closed the lobbies at each
of their five branches. Drive-ups at all
branches will remain open with extended
hours and customers will have access to
other banking services
Mascoma Bank. In an effort to protect
the health and safety of our community,
employees, and customers, use of our
branch lobbies will be limited, but all
drive-up locations of Mascoma Bank
will be open and can handle most
transactions.
Your 100 word submission of “business notes”
is welcome for possible insertion.
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N. Walpole Park Cleanup
Park clean-up day has tentatively been
set for Saturday, April 25, at 10:00 am.
This will obviously be subject to change,
and we may have to modify how the
work gets done. We welcome anyone to
help. Also, please keep us in mind when
you are dividing or buying your plants
this spring. If you would like to donate
a shrub/bush/tree to memorialize
someone, please notify dharty4@yahoo.
com or call 445-5365.
– Diane Harty

FROM THE CLARION…
A sampling of what we’ve reported after more than 8 years of publication:
One Year Ago (April, 2019) - Dick Hurlburt was honored for serving as Chief
of the Walpole Fire Department for a total of 24 years, 1985-1991 and 20012019. Mark Houghton presented him a plaque in recognition of his service. Dick
retired in April. Harry Boynton, department treasurer and retired chief (serving
from 1995-2001), was recognized for serving the department for 50 years
Three Years Ago (April, 2017) - During Town Meeting, Lucy Weber and Jack
Pratt presented a State of New Hampshire clock to Tara Sad for her ten years of
service as a NH State Representative.
Five Years Ago (April, 2015) -On Saturday, April 25, the stalwart people
of Walpole again joined together to tidy up the highways and byways of our
beautiful town. Participants gathered at 8:00 am at the Town Hall for the Third
Annual Walpole Clean-Up Day.
Seven Years Ago (April, 2013) - On March 12, the voters of the Town of
Walpole approved a warrant article brought by Ben Daviss by a majority vote
of 347 to 291. The article amended Article IV of the town zoning ordinance.
This amendment, having to do with the use or storage of hazardous waste, had
previously been considered by the town’s planning board and rejected as too
vague to properly enforce.
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Publisher’s Corner
Life as we have known it has
been turned upside down. What
is happening, what we should do
to protect ourselves and others,
changes daily if not hourly. The
rapid changes in news and advice
presents a challenge to a monthly
community publication. Working
with Representative Lucy Weber,
and Town and school officials, we
have brought you what is important
and germane as of March 19. In
advance of printing and mailing, the
April Clarion is being posted on-line
Friday, March 20. Please share with
as many folks as you can.  
No one really can predict how long
the COVID-19 crisis will pose a threat.
I have heard from 12 to 18 months.
Events, such as Old Home Days
2020, have already been cancelled.
Hopefully life may be back to normal
by summer, but the planning for Old
Home Days, its associated events
and the like, must take place now.
And meeting now puts everyone
at risk meeting in groups. I applaud
those making these tough decisions
for the well-being of everyone.
This is our April Fool’s issue, so
there is some fun interspersed on our
pages - so do have a few chuckles.
Please stay safe, and be well.
– Ray Boas, Publisher
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Voters were numerous and
attentive at Town Meeting.

We’re all in this together.
Traditionally, March comes in like a lion and goes out…
Actually, not sure how it went out this year, just that
we won’t be going out much for some time.
COVID19 is changing all our lives, reflected in our largely
empty April calendar. We hope the information in this issue
is helpful and we will do our best to keep you informed
in the months ahead.
Be well; stay safe.
For more on Town Meeting, see page 1;
for COVID information see pages 1, 7 & 20.

